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• Introductions

• Pathways Housing First 
Vermont Experience

• At Home/Chez Soi Housing 
First Moncton Experience

• Discussion & Questions
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Housing First Pathways to Housing Model
•Services

Wrap around Multidisciplinary Team

Harm reduction approach

Choice base

In the community

• Housing

Rent sudsidy

Private market

Lease in their names



RURAL HOUSING FIRST:

The Vermont Experience

Juliana Walker, Pathways 
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Vermont Overview

• Total Area: 23,937 square km

• Population: 626,630

• Second least populous state

• Population Density: 26 people per 
square km

• 14 Counties

• Community Mental Health 
previously restricted to 10 
“Designated Agencies”

Population Map of the State of Vermont
SOURCE: Rand McNally
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Housing First Vermont

• 5 Years

• 15 Communities

• 270 Clients

• 135 Landlords
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Rural Client Characteristics

• 60% Male / 40% Female

• Age range: 21 - 71

• 5% Children in Household

• 75% Chronically Homeless at intake

• 25% in corrections or other institution

• 70% Diagnosed with a Mental Health Condition

• 50% Struggle with Substance Use

• 33% Dually Diagnosed

• 90% of clients are survivors of violence or trauma
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Rural Housing First Structure

• Service Teams:

• 2 Regional Teams comprised of 

• County-based Service 
Coordinators (1:20)

• Regional Specialists

• Regional Team Leaders 
(1:60)

• Housing Teams

• 3 Regional Teams comprised of 
Housing Coordinators

Local Service 
Coordinator

Regional 
Specialists & 
Team Leaders

Regional 
Housing 
Coordinator
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Communication Tools

Videoconferencing: Virtual team 
meetings spanning 10 different 
program sites

Cloud-based fax service: 1 Fax 
Number for All Staff, accessible 
from everywhere.

EHR

Staff Smartphones:
• On-the-go access to shared 

calendars and contacts, emails 
and program databases.

• Cameras - virtual apartment 
tours, documenting damage.

Cloud-based phone service: 
“desk extension” rings staff 
cellphones
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Communication Tools

Home Internet Access

“Video Visiting”
• Access to virtual meetings with 

Service Team; increased 
accessibility of staff to clients; 
decreased staff mileage and 
"windshield time"

Statewide “Telehealth” 
Initiative

Recycled Computers

Digital Literacy Training
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How Did We Do? Outcomes

5 Year longitudinal outcomes tracking as a part of federal 
funding, 250+ participants

• Average 85% Housing Retention 
Rate

• Reduction in use of other, more 
expensive services
• 53% reduction in nights spent in jail
• 85% reduction in nights spent in 

emergency rooms
• Over 80,000 estimated nights diverted 

from sleeping on the streets, in 
shelters, or state-funded motels



At Home/ Chez soi

Moncton and Rural New Brunswick

Susan Crouse and Murielle Doucet
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AtHome/ChezSoi Project : Moncton site

•Hypothesis

•Design

•Demographics

•Outcomes

•Chalenges
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Hypothesis

•Homelessness in rural NB is 
different from homelessness 
in urban areas

•Persons with chronic MI live 
in Special Care Homes(SCH) or 
stay with family
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Design

•10 participants from families

•15 participants from SCH

•Scattered sites in Kent and rural Westmorland Counties 

•Housing first with ACT Services offered at home

•They were not randomized

•Area: Shemogue to St Louis 105 km  
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Demographics

•Adults 18 yrs +

•Chronic Mental Illness and/or addiction

•Homeless, precariously housed, or living in conditions not 
suitable to needs and skills

•72% men and 28% women

•19 to 62 yrs old

•79% Francophone

•60% did not complete high school

•22% reported having a job

•67% unemployed @ beginning of study

•26% have been completely homeless at one time
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Demographics continued

•10 living with family

•5 from SCH

•5 precariously housed

•3 homelessness

•1 lived on his own

•40% psychotic disorder

•26% panic disorder

•30% alcohol/35% substance
abuse

•22% depression 
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Comparison to Case Matched TAU

Living situation at 

beginning of study
HF TAU

living with family 42% 42%

special care home 21% 48%

precariously               

housed
21% 0%

homeless 12% 0%
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Team Dynamics

Moncton Team Rural Team
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Team Support
•role of team leader

•sharing of expertise within the larger team

•morning conference calls

•working from urban office and included on staff 
meetings

•more collaboration with other mental health and 
community organizations
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Team Functioning

• Daily morning rounds

• Organized home visits around geographical location of housing

• Staff closest to urgent calls would respond to the call

• All staff had phones and could be contacted from both offices

• Notes were able to be accessed by all staff from computers

• Notes could be entered from various sites including home

• Staff used leased cars and were reimbursed for gas
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Vocational Projects
Summer 2011 Pilot Farm Project

• 6 participants working on organic farm

• 1 participant driver

• 1 day weekly for skill building

• mandated work hours through the grant

• allowed enough work to obtain employment insurance

• in 2012, the farm hired one of the participants back
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Vocational Projects
Summer 2012 Multi-site Farm Project

• Three farms involved 

• Seven participants involved

• included the organic farm, fruit and animal farm and farm 
cooperative

• One individual has been employed with the orchard ever since

• One individual stayed at the farm cooperative for the fall

• one individual moved on to full-time employment
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Outcomes

Housing:

• over 18 months of study, there were no difference in 

percentage of time housed between the TAU group or Housing 

First group (84% vs 80%)

• in last three months of study, HF participants stably housed 86 

% of time vs 87% for TAU participants
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Outcomes

Service Use

• no difference between use of services except that the Housing 

First group was more likely to use food banks than the TAU 

group

Cost 

• Cost of ACT team plus rent supplements = $1740/ mo

• Cost of special care home = $2300/ mo
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Outcomes

Qualitative Findings

HF participants reported more positive trajectories

• they described themselves as not being stigmatized by 

family members, having friends who accept them and a 

community who supports them

• they described the experience of At Home/ Chez soi as “life 

changing”

• their narratives reveal greater recovery, increased 

autonomy, and a more hopeful outlook for the future

No changes were identified in the TAU group
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Challenges

•Recruitment of participants

•Transportation

•Isolation

•Affordable Housing

•Stigma
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Successes

•Community pharmacist 

•Small Team

•Reduction in ER visits

•Independent living

•Work projects

•Community support & collaboration



Discussion and Questions
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Thank you!

Visit: www.mentalhealthcommission.ca

www.pathwaysvermont.org

www.nfb.hereathome.ca

Follow us on:

http://www.mentalhealthcommission.ca/
http://www.nfb.hereathome.ca/

